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PREFACE 
In the preparation and execution of a study like the 
one described here, the research worker must depend upon the 
good offices of many people for assistance along the way. I 
am indebted in this matter to many people and would like to 
take this opportunity to thank them for their efforts on my 
behalf. 
I am deeply grateful to Boris Goldovsky, Artistic 
Director of the New England Opera Theater, for his interest 
in the problem and for his encouragement; to Professor 
Willis Wager for his aid in obtaining subjects for the ex-
periment; to Charles Lawrie, Ernest Eames and Barbara Watson 
for their aid in administering the experiment; to Leslie 
Pawson for engineering the tape recordings for the experi-
ment; to Georgianna Wilmot and Charles Lawrie for aid in 
tabulating; to the various faculty members of the Communi-
cation Arts Division concerned with guiding the work as it 
progressed; and to Barbara Byers for noble work in typing 
the finished product. 
w.P.s. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Broadcasts of complete operas are growing in number 
and in popularity in the United State~ yet opera has not 
reached a point of popularity at which listeners may be 1
1 
assumed to know the stories of the various operas so inti- II 
mately that they need no help in listening except for an lj 
announcement of t .i tle, composer, and performers. At the same II 
1 time, only a small percentage of listeners may be assumed to 
knorl foreign languages well enough to follow the progress of 
the story of the opera as it is performed. It seems desirable, II 
,, 
II 
therefore, for an announcer or commentator to tell the radio 
listeners something of the story of the opera before the per-
formance begins. 
After a period of regular listening, audiences for 
1 broadcasts of operatic performances discover two contrasting 
1 attitudes govern the length and type of script used for such 
broadcasts. 
Certain broadcasters seem to feel audiences are pri- II 
marily interested in listening to the music of the opera and 
are not particularly interested in the theatrical aspects of 
this art form. The commentaries . such broadcasters present II 
are usually quite short and contain only basic elements of :1 
the plot. 
I 
==ll 
2 
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not only in the music, but also in the dramatic aspects of the 
work at hand. The commentaries such broadcasters present con-
tain not only the broad outlines of the plot, but often go 
into considerable detail about the action as well. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate these two 
I 
' contrasting attitudes on the part of- the broadcasters in the 
light of the effects their commentaries have on the listeners' ' 
enjoyment and understanding of broadcasts of stage performances!! 
of opera. Th~ problem is which contributes more to the listen- 1 
ers' appreciation and enjoyment of the per~ormance: a short I 
,: ~ary of the plot of the opera, or a somewhat longer and more 
detailed account of the action and plot. 
Before the experiment was begun, the following predic-
1 tiona were made: 
(1) the subjects who listened to the long commentary 
would have better recall of the content of the commentary be-
cause in learning it seems to be true that up to a point the 
more detail there is given the more a person remembers and 
learns; j 
(2) the subjects who listened to the long commentary I 
would perceive the commentary as being too long since it seems 
I 
that in radio no matter how well a script is written or how 
II 
well it is delivered the listeners begin to tire of hearing 
one voice after approximately two minutes; 
I 
(3) the subjects who listened to the long commentary 
1---=--- -~---1 I 
II 
·' 
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would enjoy the opera excerpts more than those who heard the 
short commentary since enjoyment in the arts seems to r i se 
with understanding, which increases with knowledge. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
A. The Experimental Design 
The following eKperimental design was developed to 
-~L!·== 
I 
investigate the effects of the two styles of commentary des-
cribed above. One of the best ways to test the commentaries 
seemed to be choosing a scene from an opera, preparing a de-
tailed commentary and a short commentary for it, presenting 
the two examples to two comparable groups of opera broadcast 
listeners, and measuring the subjects' opinions, enjoyment, 
and recall of what they heard. 
It seemed probabl~ that the possibility of obtaining 
generalizable results would be increased by repeating the 
experiment with another opera scene as nearly equivalent to 
the first as possible, this second scene to be presented to th~ 
I 
same two groups of subjects as before. The second time the 
presentation would be reversed so that the group hearing the 
long commentary for the first scene would hear the short 
commentary for the second, and vice versa. This may be illus-
trated by the table below. 
I 
I 
--=- 1=== 
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TABLE I 
Preliminary Pattern of Presentation 
of Scenes and Commentaries 
Group X 
Opera Scene A Lon~ Commentary 
Opera Scene B' Short Commentary 
Group Y 
Short Commentary 
Long Commentary 
A questionnaire was drawn up to test the opinions of 
the subjects on what they heard. This questionnaire consisted · 
of both open-end questions and scale questions . measuring the 
subjects .~ opinions of the commentaries along specific dimen-
sions, their enjoyment of what they heard, and their recall 
of the material in the commentaries. 
B. Selection of the Opera Scenes 
Selection of the two opera scenes to be used in the 
experiment was the first step. It was desired that they be 
I 
I. 
I 
II 
as nearly equivalent as possible along the following dimensions: 
(1) Length. More happens in a long scene than in a short 
one, and from the practical standpoint it was desirable to 
l 
:I 
choose scenes as short as possible in order not to make the 
time period of conducting the experiment overly long. 
(2) ~. In order to balance against listener prefer- 1/ 
ence for either comic or serious opera, both scenes had to be 
from the same type of opera. 
(3) Opening act or scene. An opening scene or first act 
-- - -- _::;..._== 
II 
I 
is more complicated in terms of plot and action than a conclu-
ding one for reasons of dramatic structure. Since what went 
before would have to be explained if a concluding scene was 
utilized, it was decided to use opening scenes. 
(4) Little-known operas. Listeners might be expected to . 
know the story of Carmen, at least roughly, but not that of 
Idomeneo. Previous knowledge of the operas was undesirable to 
, guard against the listeners' supplying information from pre-
vious contact with the material, rather than from what they 
heard at the time of the experiment. 
Since the primary concern of the experiment was stage 
performances of opera, it seemed desirabl~ to use tape re-
cordings of stage performances that had actually been broad-
1 
cast. This decision limited the choice of scenes to the seven 
1 works performed by the New England Opera Theater in the past 
two seasons and broadcast over WBUR, the Boston University 
non-commercial frequency modulation radio station. The operas ' 
I 
were La Boheme by Puccini, The Queen of Spades by Tchaikovsky, 1 
Albert Herring ~ by Britten, Carmen by Bizet, The Barber of 
Seville by Rossini, Idomeneo by Mozart, and Falstaff by Verdi. 
All of the serious works disqualified for selection: 
La Boheme and Carmen for familiarity and length, and The Queen l 
of Spades and Idomeneo for length. It was necessary to turn tm 
the comic works in the list to make the selection of scenes. 
The Barber of Seville disqualified on the basis of length and 
familiarity. Falstaff was ideal with respect to length (14:3oj 
--~ -...:;. -=--=--- ==--= === 
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and familiarity. Albert Herring was a little longer (20:00), 
I 
but not overly so, and it vms ideal with respect to familiari ty1~ 
Therefore, the opening scenes of Falstaff and Albert Herring 
1
1 
were selected as the experimental scenes. Tape recordings of J 
7 
the broadcasts of these two operas were borrowed and re-recorde~ 
with especially prepared commentaries and sounds of the opera II 
house added to give authenticity to the "as broadcast" impressili n 
desired. 
c. The Commentaries 
The commentaries were prepared to conform with the two 
methods of presentation discussed above. The long one was 
written first, and -then the short one was taken directly from 
it by eliminating certain portions, but not changing the word-
ing in any other way except for the insertion of conjunctions 
1. 
where the excisions were made. 
D. The Questionnaire 
2. 
The questionnaire used consisted of fifty-four ques- 11 
tiona and was given in five parts during the listening period. ,, 
In designing the questionnaire, scales were used vfherever poe-
sible for ease in answering an.d to insure measurement on the 
important dimensions. 
1. See Appendix, p. 44 ff. for copies of the scripts. 
2. See Appendix, p. 59H. for copies of the forms used. 
-- - - - --
- ----- -- --
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The first nine questions were designed to measure the II 
subjects• sophistication in relation to opera and opera broad-
1 
casts. This information was essential for determining the 
validity of the subjects 1 opinions, and whether the two groups 1 
chosen from the single population were equal. 
Question ten was an open end question to determine the 
subjects' opinions of the commentary just heard without sug-
gesting any possible comments. 
Question eleven was designed to ascertain the subjects 1 11 
enjoyment of the excerpt : played to provide a measure of the 
effect of the commentary on enjoyment. 
Questions twelve through twenty-seven constituted a 
test of how much knowledge was gained from the commentary. 
One half of the sixteen questions in this section were based 
on material common to both the long and the short commentaries; 
one half, on the material in the long commentary only. 
Questions tvTenty-eight through thirty measured the sub- 'I 
I jects' opinions of the introductory commentary along specific 
dimensions. 
Questions thirty-one through fifty-two repeated questions 
I 
ten through thirty for the second excerpt played, differing 
only in the factual test. 
Questions fifty-three and fifty-four asked if the sub-
jects would like to hear the remainder of the two operas at a 
future date. These questions were included to provide a dif-
ferent measure of the subjects• enjoyment of the operas. 
;;.._;;;:;=-=-===== ~=====:.·====-===--- - ~ 
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E. The Experiment 
The experiment was administered by four people -- two 
for each group of subjects -- plus an engineer who ran the 
tape recordings from the master control room. 
Subjects for the experiment were obtained through Pro-
fessor Willis Wager of the Boston University Humanities De-
partment. The experiment was described to him, and he agreed 
to assist. He instructed his freshman class to report to 
studio D at ~~UR at the regular class time the morning of the 
experiment. 
As the students reported they were directed alternately 
to take seats in studio D and in studio C, which was used for 
the second group of students, thereby achieving a random se-
lection of two groups. 
Since the object of the experiment was not to see which 
style of commentary would attract people who did not listen to 
opera broadcasts, but was to investigate the preferences of 
listeners to opera broadcasts and the effects of the commen-
taries on them, it was desired to have only opera broadcast j 
list:eners as subjects. Accordingly, the groups were asked if I~ 
anyone present was not an opera broadcast listener. One person ! 
in studio C signified that he did not listen, and he was ex-
cused from the room. The groups in both studios were then 
counted. There were twenty-nine subjects in studio D (Group I) 1 
and thirty-one in studio C (Group II), One subject .. was arbi-
trarily chosen from Group II to go into Group I in order to 
----- = - ==- -= - -=---- ....=.-
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make the two groups equivalent numerically. 
Table I, above, may now be made more specific: 
TABLE II 
Final Pattern of Presentation of 
Scenes and Commentaries 
Group I Group II 
Falstaff Long commentary Short commentary 
Albert Herring Short commentary Long commentary 
(Falstaff was presented first to both groups.) 
All subjects were given the following instructions 
before the experiment proper began: 
You have been asked to come here this morning to 
take part in an experiment sponsored by the Research 
Division of the Radio Department here at the School 
of Public Relations and Communications. This experi-
ment has to do with the broadcasting of complete 
operatic performances. 
You will hear some tape recordings and will be 
asked to answer some questions about what you've 
heard -- chiefly your opinions of what you've heard. 
I want to impress on you, however, that you will not 
be graded on your answers. We ask only that you give 
us your honest opinions and answer the factual ques-
tions to the best of your ability. 
Before we start, I'd like to say that this experi-
ment will take about one hour to complete. I went 
to see the Dean yesterday afternoon, and you have 
been excused from your ten o'clock class until the 
conclusion of the experiment. 
The subjects were seated and settled comfortably and 
given sheets containing questions one through ten. It was 
pointed out that some questions required answers to be sup-
-r- --=-
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II 
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plied, others were multiple choice. They were requested to 
answer the completion questions as briefly and accurately as 
possible, and to answer the multiple choice questions by 
placing a check mark in the space next to the statement most 
nearly corresponding to their opinions. It was pointed out 
that the questions concerned complete opera performances, not 
programs of excerpts. They were then instructed to answer 
questions one through nine -- the questions measuring their 
sophistication and comparability as groups. 
When that had been completed, the subjects were in-
structed as follows: 
Now we're going to play for you an excerpt from ·1 
a broadcast of an opera performance in the Boston 
Opera House. After you've heard the introduction 
to the opera, we'll ask . you to answer the question 
at the bottom of the second page you have now. 
After you've answered that question, you'll 
hear the music of the first scene of the opera. 
And then we'll ask you to answer a few factual 
questions on what you've heard and some more 
questions on your opinion of the commentary. 
After the subjects had written their opinions of the 
4t 
commentary in answer to question ten,Aforms were collected and 1 
placed in an envelope, and the opera excerpt was played. At 
its conclusion they were given sheets with questions eleven 
11 through thirty-one (measuring enj oy:ment, recall of content, 
and opinion) and asked to ansv1er all but questions thirty-one 
as quickly and as accurately as possible. When that had been 
completed, the subjects were told that the process would be 
repeated with a different opera. This was done, repeating 
= ~ ~ -- -=-----
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all steps outlined above except for · the measurement of sophis- 11 
tication, which did not have to be repeated. When they had I 
finished answering the questions following the hearing of the .
1 
Albert Herring excerpt, the subjects were permitted to leave. II 
Subjects who asked about hearing the complete recordings 
of the operas were told that a playback depended upon the 
number requesting it and that the time and place for such a 
playback would be announced by Professor Wager in class. 
F. Tabulation 
i! 
I 
I 
I 
]I 
lj 
II 
Tabulation was carried out by a team of three workers. II 
When the tabulation was begun, some of the question-
naires had to be discarded because it was found that some of 
the subjects who had participated in the experiment did not 
listen to opera broadcasts, even though such subjects were 
asked to speak up before the exper iment began, and, indeed, 
one person was excused from Group II, as explained above, for 
this reason. One set of forms from Group I and three from 
Group II were discarded for this reason. An additional set 
of forms was discarded from Group I because the subject was a 
foreign student who did not understand English adequately, 
and an additional set was discarded from Group II because the 
subject had a previous appointment that did not permit his 
staying beyond ten o'clock. After these six questionnaires 
had been discarded, there were twenty-eight completed forms 
in Group I and twenty-six in Group II. 
-=~-
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
The results of the tabulation of the written question-
naires administered during the experiment are given here. 
Group I, it will be remembered, heard the Falstaff excerpt 
with long commentary and the Albert Herring excerpt with short 
commentary; Group II, the reverse. Falstaff was presented 
first to both groups. 
A. Results of Questions on Background of Subjects 
Before whatever results obtained on the opinion and 
recall questions might be considered as conclusive or indica-
tive, it was deemed necessary to ascertain whether or not the 
two groups of subjects were comparable. The first nine questions 
of the questionnaire were devoted to this measurement. 
The first question asked, "How often do you u.~-ally listen 
to radio broadcasts of complete operas?" The results are shown 
in Table III below. 
TABLE III 
Frequency of Listening to Opera Broadcasts 
Scale 
Value 
1 Once or twice a year 
2 Three or four times a year 
Group I 
-- - --
--- -
15 
4 
Group II 
14 
3 
Scale 
Value 
TABLE III (cont.) 
3 Five or six times a year 
4 Once a month 
5 Twice a month 
6 Once a week 
7 Twice a week 
8 More often than indicated here 
Group I Group II 
4 2 
2 2 
2 4 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
Assigning to "once or twice a year" a value of one, to 
''Three or four times a year" a value of two, and so on through 
a value of eight for "More often than indicated here," as shown 
on the table above, it is possibl e t o figure t he mean s cores 
of each group and determine where the average falls. The mean 
, for Group I was 2.18; for Group II, 2.31. These figures repre-
sent no significant difference statistically, and it may be 
assumed that the two groups are equal on this point. It shoul~ 
be noted that approximately one-half of each group listens only 
once or twice a year and, therefore, may be assumed to be rela-
tively unsophisticated with regard to opera broadcasts. Why 
this result should be so it is not possible to determine, 
although the need of many students to work while in college may 
be a contributing factor rather than a dislike of opera as 
might at first appear to be the case. 
The second question asked was, "When was the last time 
you listened to a broadcast of a complete opera?" The data, 
14 
15 
-- -~==== -====--===-=-====--= =-==-=-c -
vwhen gathered, showed nothing of any significance or value. 
The answers covered a vride spread of time from ''eight months 
ago'' to "last night." 
The results of the next question asked, "When you listen 
to a broadcast of a comnlete opera, how often do you listen to 
the announcer's commentary on the action?" are shown in Table 
IV, below. 
TABLE IV 
Frequency of Listening to Announcer's Commentary 
Scale 
Value Group I Group II 
1 All of the time 10 10 . 
2 Most of the time 8 10 
3 Some of the time 8 4 
4 Seldom 1 1 
5 Never 1 1 
Mean score 2.11 1. 96 
The means again are not significant statistically, and 
the groups may be considered as equal on this point. It might l 
be noted that over half of both groups listen to the announcer 
either all of the time or most of the time, lending weight to 
the next question, 111tlhen listening to a broadcast of a complete 
opera, to what extent do you depend upon the announcer for the 
information about the action of the opera?" 
---=-=-# - -=-- --=== 
TABLE V 
Dependence Upon the Announcer for Information 
Scale 
Value Group I Group II 
1 Completely 6 3 
2 Mostly 12 12 
3 Somewhat 7 9 
4 Very Little 2 1 
5 Not at all 1 1 
Mean score 2.29 2.42 
One of the most interesting and, in some ways, important 
I question on the comparability of the groups \o'Jas "Which, if 
either , do you usually prefer comic opera or serious opera ? 11 1 
TABLE VI 
Type of Opera Pre f erred 
I Scale 
Value Group I Group II 
1 Prefer comic strongly 2 1 
2 Prefer comic moderately 1 1 
3 Prefer comic slightly 1 1 
4 Like both equally 16 11 
5 Prefer serious slightly 1 3 
6 Prefer serious moderately 4 5 
7 Prefer serious strongly 3 2 
Mean score 4.32 4.42 
=----- --=--=~-=-------=- - ==----
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Statistically, the two groups are not significantly 
different. Both groups indicated that they liked both types 
of opera almost equally, with a slight favoring of serious 
opera, if anything. \'lith this in mind, the results on the 
experiment using comic opera excerpts may be worthy of extra 
attention. 
B. Results of Questions on Falstaff Excerpt 
The first question after the Falstaff excerpt had been 
played asked, uHow much did you enjoy the opera excerpt you 
have just heard? 11 The results of the tabulation are shown 
below. 
TABLE VII 
Enjoyment of Falstaff Excerpt 
Score 
Value Group I Group II 
1 Extremely 2 2 
2 Very much _11 13 
3 Somewhat 13 9 
4 Neutral 1 0 
5 Slightly 1 2 
6 Very little 0 0 
7 Not at all 0 0 
Mean score 2.57 2.50 
----- -
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The means are not significantly different. It is 
interesting to note that almost all of the subjects in both 
groups responded on the favorable end of the scale, with the 
group that heard the long commentary (I) slightly less favor-
able than the group that heard the short commentary. It is 
not possible to determine why this should be so. For all in-
tents and purposes, the groups are equal in their enjoyment of 
the excerpt. 
Recall of the material in the commentaries was con-
sidered to be an important factor in judging the effectiveness 
of the contrasting types of commentary. For this measurement, 
sixteen fact questions were made up on the commentaries. The 
, average number of correct answers on the test is shown below. 
TABLE VIII 
Mean Number of Correct Answers on Falstaff Fact Test 
Mean Score 
Group I (Long ~ Com.) 4.43 
Group II (Short Com.) 2.50 
These scores are statistically significant. One-half 
., of the fact questions, it will be recalled, were on material 
common to both commentaries, while the other eight questions 
were on · material found only in the long commentary. The scores 
in Table VIII may be broken down to show the mean number of 
correct answers on material common to both the long and short 
-- --- -----
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1 commentaries and the mean number of correct answers on material 
found only in the long commentary. 
TABLE IX 
Mean Scores on Common and Uncommon 
~~terial in Falstaff Test 
Group I 
(Long commentary) 
Mean No. 
of 
Correct 
Answers 
Questions Questions 
on common on uncommon 
commentary commentary 
2.25 2.24 
Group II 
(Short commentary) 
Questions 
on common 
commentary 
1.50 
Questions 
on uncommon 
commentary 
.58 
It was decided to apply the Chi Square test in order to 
determine the statistical significance -of the differences in 
The letters in the formula refer to the cells in the two by 
two table that must be drawn up. The table, with the letters 
looks like this: 
A B 
C D 
-·-
= 
To test the difference between the two groups, the subjects 
were broken down into those who had scored two correct answers 
or better and those who scored less than two correct answers 
on the common material. The following table resulted: 
TABLE .JC 
Chi Square Table for Common Falstaff Questions 
No. of Subjects 
with mwo Right 
or More 
Group I (Long Com.) 19 
Group II (Short Com.) 13 
No. of Subjects 
with Less Than 
Two Right 
9 
13 
The subjects were broken down into those with scores of one 
correct answer or better and those with scores of less than 
one fully correct answer on the uncommon material. The fol-
lowing table resulted: 
TABLE XI 
Chi Square Table for Uncommon Falstaff Questions 
Group I (Long. Com.) 
Group II (Short Com.) 
No. of Subjects 
with One Right 
or More 
22 
9 
No. of Subjects 
with Less Than 
One Right 
6 
17 
The difference in scores on the common questions between 
Group I and Group II was found to be significant at the 18% 
level; and the difference in scores on the uncommon questions 
-- --
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, was found to be significant at the 1% level. This means 
that one ·would have a high degree of confidence that the re-
sults obtained were due to the experimental fact ors introduced 
and not to the operation of chance . 
It is clear that the subjects hearing the long commen-
tary did far better on the uncommon material than those who 
heard the short commentary. That those hearing the short 
commentary got any score at all on the uncommon material may 
be attributed to their paying close attention to the opera 
excerpt and shrewdly exercising their imaginations. The most 
interesting thing shown in the results is that the subjects 
who heard the long commentary did much better than the other 
group even on the common material. 
It vias considered desirable to measure the subjects' 
opinions along some specific dimensions. The first of these 
dimensions was length. The table below sho\'lrs the results. 
TABLE XII 
Opinion on Length of Falstaff Commentary 
Scale 
Value 
1 Much too long 
2 Moderately too long 
3 Slightly long 
4 Just right 
5 Slightly short 
Group I 
(Long Com.) 
8 
2 
11 
6 
1 
Group II 
(Short C~m. ) 
0 
3 
7 
11 
3 
~-~-- - --==~========================~~=====-~===== -~-
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Scale 
Value 
6 Moderately too short 
7 Much too short 
Mean score 
Group I 
(Long Com.) 
0 
0 
2.64 
Group II 
(Short Com.) 
1 
1 
3.81 
The difference in mean scores here is clearly signifi-
cant statistically. It may be noted, ho\'lever, that more than 
one-third of the subjects in Group II (short commentary) felt 
the commentary w~s on the long side. 
I 
The second of the specific dimensions along which opinioh 
I 
of the commentary was measured \'las the amount of detail includep. 
in the commentary. 
TABLE XIII 
Opinion on Amount of Detail in Falstaff Commentary 
I 
Group II 
(Short Com. )'I 
Scale 
, Value 
1 Far too much detail 
2 Too much detail 
3 Slightly too much detail 
4 Just the right amount of deta il 
5 Slightly too lit~lA~detail 
6 Too little detail 
7 Far too little detail 
Mean score 
_c- ---
Group I 
(Long Com.) 
5 
5 
6 
12 
0 
0 
0 
2.89 
0 
4 
5 
10 
3 
4 
0 I 
3.92 I 
+ 
Applying the Chi Square test of significant difference, 
the difference in scores between the two groups is found to be 
significant at the 1% level, vlhich means that one would have a 
higher degree of confidence that the results shown were not 
obtained through the operation of chance factors but rather to 
the experimentally introduced variables. The table for the Chi 
Square test was drawn up by omitting the mid-point on the scale. 
The two by two table looked like this: 
TABLE XIV 
Chi Square Table for Opinion 
of Detail in Falstaff Commentary 
No. of Subjects 
on "Too Much" 
End of Scale 
Group I (Long. Com.) 
Group II (Short Com.) 
16 
9 
No. of Subjects 
on "Too Little" 
End of Scale 
0 
7 
It may be noted that more than one-third of ·each group 
felt that the amount of detail presented was just right. Also, 
more than one-third of each group felt that there vias more 
detail than absolutely necessary. 
The third specific dimension measured was amount of 
help (or lack of it) the subjects felt they received from 
the commentary. 
23 
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TABLE XV 
Opinion of Amount of Help Received 
from Falstaff Commenta ry 
===- --
Scale Group I Group II 
24 
Value (Long. Com.) (Short Com.) 
1 Helped me very much in following 
the action 
2 Helped me moderately in following 
the action 
3 Helped me slightly in following the 
action 
4 Neutral 
5 Hindered me slightly in f ollowing 
the action 
6 Hindered me moderately in following 
the action 
7 Hindered me very much in following 
the action 
Mean score 
6 7 
12 11 
1 3 
6 2 
1 2 
0 1 
2 0 
2.71 2.38 
The difference in scores here is significant statistically , 
although less so than in previous questions. It should be 
noted that over half of each group registered their opinions 
on the positive end of the scale. It might also be noted· that 
an identical number of negative opinions were given from each I 
group. 
c. Results of Questions on Albert Herring Excerpt 
The questions for the Albert HerrinE excerpt followed 
1 
the same pattern as those for the Falstaff. The first question 
asked after the excerpt had been played was "How much did you 
enjoy the opera excerpt you have just heard?" 
TABLE XVI 
Enjoyment of Albert Herring Excerpt 
Scale Group I Group II 
Value (Short Com. ) (Long Com.) 
1 Extremely 2 1 
2 Very much 6 10 
3 Somewhat 7 6 
4 Neutral 2 2 
5 Slightly 3 4 
6 Very little 4 2 
7 Not at all 4 1 
lVIean score 3.89 3.31 
Applying the Chi Square test for statistical signifi-
canoe of the difference, the difference between Group I and 
Group II is found to be significant at the 11% level, giving a 
fair degree of confidence that the results were obtained from 
the experimental variable rather than from chance factors. 
The table for the Chi Square test was drawn up by omitting 
the three middle points on the scale. The table looked like 
this: 
25 
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TABLE XVII 
Chi Square Table for Enjoyment 
of Albert Herring Excerpt 
Group I (Short Com.) 
Group II (Long Com.) 
No. of Subjects 
on Positive End 
of Scale 
8 
11 
No. of Subjects 
on Negative End 
of Scale 
8 
3 
As opposed to the results of this measurement with the 
Falstaff excerpt, here we find a definite rise of enjoyment 
with the long commentary. It may be noted that the overall 
level of enjoyment here is lower than that of the Falstaff 
excerpt. 
The factual test of recall for Alber t Herring was con-
I 
structed the same as that for Fa lstaff. The average number of 
correct answers on the test is shown below. 
TABLE XVIII 
Mean Number of Correct Answers 
on Albert Herring Fact Test 
Mean Score 
Group II (Long Com.) 
Group I (Short Com.) 
8.27 
2.64 
The differences between the means is statistically 
significant. 
The questionnaire here, as before, was made up of eight 
' 26 
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questions on material common to both the long and the short 
commentaries and eight questions on material found only in the 
long commentary. When the results in Table XVI are broken 
down along the common-uncommon line, we again get conclusive 
results. 
TABLE XIX 
Mean Scores on Common and Uncommon Material 
in Albert Herring Test 
Group I 
(Short Com.) 
Group II 
(Long Com. ) 
27 
Questions Questions · 
on common on uncommon 
commentary commentary 
Questions 
on common 
.commentary 
Questions 
on uncommon 
comrnentaJ;>y 
Mean of 
Correct 
Answers 
2.03 .56 2.49 1.87 
The Chi Square test was again applied to the results. 
On the common questions, subjects vlere broken down into those 
who scored two correct answers or better and those who scored 
less than two correct answers. The table was as follows: 
TABLE XX 
Chi Square Table for Common Albert Herring Questions 
Group I (Short Com.) 
Group II (Long Com.) 
No. of Subjects 
With Two or More 
Right 
15 
18 
No. of Subjects 
With Less than 
Two Right 
13 
8 
- --- --=-
On the uncommon material, the subjects were broken down into 
those who scored one correct answer or bette.r and those with 
less than one fully correct answer. The table looked like 
this: 
TABLE XXI 
Chi Square Table for Uncommon Albert Herring Questions 
No. of Subjects No. of Subjects 
With One or More itlith Less Than 
Right One Right 
Group I (Short Com.) 12 16 
Group II (Long Com.) 16 10 
The difference in scores on the common questions between Group 
I and Group II is sign ificant statistically at the 16% level; 
the difference on the uncommon quest i ons is significant at 
the 17% level. These figures give a fairly high level of 
confidence in the results. 
Again it is clear that the subjects hearing the long 
commentary did far better on the uncommon material than those 
who heard the short commentary. The most interesting thing 
shown in the results is that the subjects who heard the long 
commentary again did much better on the common material than 
did the subjects who heard the short commentary. 
The subjects' opinions of the commentary were again 
measured along specific dimensions. The first was length. 
-- -
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TABLE XXII 
Opinion on Length of Albert Herring Commentary 
Scale Group I Group II 
Value (Short Com.) (Long Com.) 
1 Much too long 1 2 
2 Moderately too long 4 5 
3 Slightly long 7 9 
4 Just right 12 8 
5 Slightly short 3 2 
6 Moderately too short 0 0 
7 Much too short 1 0 
Mean score 3.57 3.12 
The difference in mean scores here is significant 
statistically. As before, more than one-third of the subjects 
hearing the short commentary (Group I) felt the commentary to 
I 
II 
be on the long side. 1 
I 
Amount of detail included in the commentary was the second 
dimension along which the subjects' opinions were measured. 
TABLE XXIII 
Opinion on Amount of Detail in Albert Herring Commentary 
Scale Group I Group II 
Value X Short Com.) (Long Com.) 
1 Far too much detail 1 3 
2 Too much detail 4 4 
3 Slightly too much detail 10 8 L - =- -=-=- -r - --
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TABLE XXIII (cont.) 
Scale 
Value 
Group I 
(Short Com.) 
4 Just the right amount of detail 9 
3 
1 
5 Slightly too little detail 
6 Too little detail 
7 Far too little detail 
.Mean score 
0 
3.43 
Group II 
(Long Com.) 
8 
3 
0 
0 
3.15 
The results shown in the mean scores are significant 
statistically. Again, slightly more than one-third of each 
group felt that the amount of detail presented was just right. 
Also, it should be noted that slightly over one-half of each 
group felt that the amount of detail was more than desirable. 
The third dimension measured was the amount of help 
(or lack of it) the subjects felt that they received from the 
commentary. 
TABLE XXIV 
Opinion of Amount of Help Received 
from Albert Herring Commentary 
Scale 
Value 
1 Helped me very much in following 
the action 
2 Helped me moderately in following 
the action 
Helped me slightly in following 
the action 
===·· -===-~- o-=-_ ~.=--- --
Group I Group II 
(Short Com.) (Long Com.) 
6 8 
9 8 
2 5 
I 
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Scale 
Value 
TABLE L~IV {cont.) 
Group I 
:{Short Com. ) 
Group II 
{Long Com.) 
4 Neutral 8 3 
5 Hindered me slightly in follow-
ing the action 1 2 
6 Hindered me moderately in 
following the action 1 0 
7 Hindered me very much in 
following the action 1 0 
Mean score 2.86 2.35 
Applying the Chi Square test for significance of the 
difference, the table was drawn up by breaking the scores 
I' down into those who were helped against all others. The table , 
was as follows: 
TABLE X.XV 
Chi Square Table for Opinion of Help Received 
from Albert Herring Commentary 
No. of Subjects 
Helped Others 
Group I {Short Com.) 
Group II (Long Com.) 
17 
21 
11 
5 
Completing the formula, the difference between Group 
I and Group II was found to be significant statistically at 
the ll% level, giving a fairly high degree of confidence in 
the results being due to the experimental variable and not to 
---=- =- -- ;. 
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chance factors. It may be noted that over one-half of the 
subjects in each group gave positive opinions. 
D. Results of Questions on Hearing the Complete Operas 
The questionnaire concluded with two questions giving 
the subjects an opportunity to show whether or not they would 
be interested in hearing the operas used in the experiment in 
. their entirety. This question is a public relations gesture 
in addition to being another measure of enjoyment. The two 
tables below show the results of these two questions, which 
read, "If it could be arranged, I would like to hear the 
II remainder of 
I 
Falstaff/Albert Herring some time." 
II 
TABLE XXVI 
Balloting on Hearing Falstaff Complete 
Group I 
(Long Com.) 
Group II 
(Short Com.) 
Balloting on 
Group I 
(Short Com.) 
Group II 
(Long Com.) 
Yes 
19 
20 
TABLE XXVII 
Hearing Albert 
Yes 
12 
12 
No Indifferent 
8 1 
6 0 
Herring Complete 
No 
16 
14 
-
1 32 
I 
I 
I -
I 33 
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These tables are not meaningful in themselves, but they 
do back up the overall results of the measures of enjoyment 
of the excerpts taken right after the excerpts had been heard. 
On the basis of the voting, Falstaff will be played back for 
those subjects who wish to return and hear it. 
I 
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CF...APTE~ IV 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
The results set forth in the preceding chapter may not 
seem, on the surface and with each table considered separately, 
to be more than suggestive of certain possible trends. Taken 
in combination between the two halves of the experiment, the 
results become much more meaningful. If the results recorded 
above were due purely to the operation of chance factors, one 
would not expect to find such consistent results from one half 
of the experiment to the other, which occur in the majority 
of instances . 
A. Questions on Background of Subjects 
In order for later results to be significant, the two 
groups of subjects should be comparable when the experiment 
started. Although there are some slight differences visible 
I 3 
, in Tables III l through VI, the results of the questions on 
the subjects• background and sophistication display no signi-
ficant differences statistically between Group I and Group II. 
, The information contained in these questions -- the average 
amount of listening, amount of listening to announcer's commen-
tary, dependency upon the commentary, and the type of opera 
1 3 See pp.l3-16 above. 
I 
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preferred -- may be of interest and significance to others, but 
it is of no direct concern for this study, which is concerned 
with the effects of commentary, except as it shows that the 
two groups were comparable at the outset of the experiment. 
Since this is so, it may safely be assumed that the differences 
observed later between the two groups must be ascribed to intro-
duced factors: in this case, the tape recordings of portions 
of two opera broadcasts. 
B. Enjoyment 
Increasing the listeners' enjoyment should be one of 
the prime objectives of the introductory commentary to an 
opera broadcast. 
The difference between Group I (2.57) and Group II (2.50) 
in registering enjoyment of the Falstaff excerpt is not statis-1 
tically significant. With the Albert Herring excerpt, Group II, 
which heard the long commentary, showed definitely more enjoy-
ment with a score of 3.31 than Group I with a score of 3.89. 
This difference is significant statistically at the 11%·- level, 
giving one a fair degree of confidence in the result being 
attributable to the introduced variable, and not to chance 
factors. 
Why the results obtained with the Falstaff excerpt were 
not the same as those from the Albert Herring excerpt, one 
can not now determine. One possibility is that the so-called 
"ceiling effect" may have been in operation ori the Falstaff. 
·I 
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If this were the case, one would say that Group I had reached 
its maximum height of enjoyment at the level shown and enjoyment 
would not increase regardless of what was done. Albert Herring 
was enjoyed, on the average, less than Falstaff, permitting the 
difference to show. In any case, it seems reasonable to con~ 
elude that enjoyment may be increased -- certainly not detracted 
from -- with some increase in the amount of detail presented 
in the introductory narrative. There is probably some point 
of diminishing returns, and what that point is might provide 
an interesting subject for another study. 
The reactions to the offer to play the complete opera 
broadcasts back reinforce the results of the direct measure-
ment of enjoyment. The fact that Falstaff was enjoyed more 
mighly than Albert Herring may be attributed to the resistance 
of many people to contemporary music. ~lhile the Britten opera 
is not as contemporary in style and mood as i~ say, Berg's 
Wozzeck, it is still a more recent work than the Verdi. 
There is also a popular fetish of believing that nothing 
written since 1900 is any good. It is not possible to deter-
mine whether this attitude was in operation here . That is a 
subject for another study of social attitudes and their 
causes. 
c. Learning 
For listeners to enjoy opera broadcasts as opera and 
not purely as music, it seems safe to conclude, they must 
-r-
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learn something about the story of, and understand, the opera 
at hand. That learning is increased when the length and 
content detail is increased is clearly shown by the results 
of the factual test on recall of the material in the commen-
taries. 
With both Falstaff and Albert Herring, the group hearing 
the longer introduction made a higher average score of right 
answers: Group I (long commentary), 4.43, and Group II, 2.50 
for Falstaff; Group II (long commentary), 8.27, and Group I, 
2.64,for Herring. 
The results are even more meaningful when broken down 
into the questions based on material common to both commen-
taries and material found only in the longer ones. For 
Falstaff, Group I scored an average of 2.25 for the common 
material and 2.24 for the uncommon; Group II, an average of 
1.50 for the common material and .58 for the uncommon. For 
Albert Herring, Groupii scored an average of 2.49 for the 
common material and 1.87 for the uncommon; Group I, an average 
of 2.03 for the common material and .56 for the uncommon. 
The fact that some right answers were achieved on the uncommon 
material by the groups hearing the short commentary, as pointed 
out in the chapter on results, may be attributed to a combi-
nation of extremely concentrated listening to the words of the · 
opera as sung, t.wt accurate exercise of astute imaginations, 
and shre\'Id guessing. 
The most interesting thing to be noted in these results 
3'fl 
is not that those who heard the long commentaries did better 
on the uncommon questions or even that some score was possible 
on the uncommon questions by those who heard the short commen-
taries, but that those \ofho heard the long commentaries did 
better than those who heard the short on the common questions. 
D. Opinions of the Commentaries 
The subjects were measured in their opinions of the 
commentaries along three specific dimensions: length , amount 
of detail, and amount of help received. 
In the measurement of opinion of the length of the com-
mentaries, Group I, which heard the long Falstaff introduction, 
had an average opinion score of 2.64 (falling between "Moderately 
too long" and "Slightly long" on the scale), \·fhile Group II, 
' which heard the short i ntroduction, had an average score of 
3.8!1: (falling between "Slightly long" and "Just right"). In 
listening to Albert Herring, Group II heard the long intro-
' ductory commentary and had an average score of 3.12, while 
Group I this time heard the short introduction and had an 
average score of 3.57. 
The results the second time, due to some unknown chance 
factor, are not so dramatic, but both sets of results move in 
the same direction and seem to give a clear indication that the 
long commentary, in the opinion of the listeners in both in-
stances, was on the long side~ Even those who heard the short 
·
1 commentaries were inclined to think that the commentary was a 
little long, although they were cut down as much as possible. 
This result seems to bear out David Hall's statement "that 
I 39 
after forty-five seconds of talk over the radio, the listener's 
4 
interest begins to flag." 
\"That has been said about the subjects' opinions in 
reference to the length of the commentaries applies equally 
well to their opinions about the amount of detail. Seth of 
these factors, combined with the measure of enjoyment, seem 
to give a clear vote in favor of the long commentary for 
educa tional value, if nothing else. 
In the matter of whether or not they thought they were 
helped by the commentaries they heard, all subjects in both 
groups indicated that they were helped. With Falstaff, Group I 
(long commentary) scored an average of 2.71 (falling between 
"He l ped me moderately in following the action 11 and "Helped me 
slightly in following the actiont'); Group II, 2.38 (falling 
in the same place, but slightly more towards being helped 
more). In the Albert Herring section of the experiment, al-
though the length of the commentaries was reversed, the trend 
remained the same with Group II (long commentary) scoring an 
average of 2.35 and Group I scoring 2.86. The failure of the 
groups to reverse here as they did in other places may be as-
cribed to the operation of some unknown chance factor. In 
s pite of the record of opinion for Group I with Falstaff, the 
4 David Hall, "Musical Continuity for Radio," Music in Radio 
Broadcasting (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1946 ) ' p • 96 • 
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results of the factual test seem to indicate clearly that they 
' were helped more than Group II, whether they realized it or 
not. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Until some nevl method of presenting operas full-length 
over the air arrives, there remains the problem of how commen-
5 
tary for broadcasts of stage performances of opera should be 
written. That there is a need for commentary is indicated by 
the subjects' admission that they were helped by the commen-
taries and by the results of the fact tests. 
If the word of the subjects in the experiment is to be 
taken at absolute face value, however, commentary for opera 
broadcasts should be shorter than the short commentaries used 
in the experiment. This is not feasible if an adequate sum-
mary of the plot is to be given. A compromise between the two 
styles used in the experiment seems to be the best solution. 
Whether or not this is actually the best solution to 
the problem is a matter to be debated. For, although the sub-
jects thought the long commentaries were too long, in one case 
Falstaff -- the long commentary did not detract from enjoyment, 
and in the other case, the long commentary resulted in definitely 
more enjoyment. In both cases, then, the results of the experi-
ment suggest that those who heard the long commentary received 
more enjoyment from the operas, learned more about the operas, 
and understood the operas better. 
5 Present full-length opera recordings do little to improve 
upon broadcasts of stage performances. 
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It would seem to resolve into a problem of a philosophy 
of broadcasting and the soc ial and moral responsibility of 
the broadcaster -- matters which are highly personal and to 
be decided within the conscience of the individual broadcaster 
and not by the results of an experiment, although an experi-
ment might influence the final decision. More specifically, 
it comes down to whether or not the broadcaster believes it 
to be his function to educate l1is listeners, for increasing 
II 
learning and understanding is education and increasing enjoy-
ment is a form of education. 
'===---
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
It would be interesting to gather a set of foreign-lan-
guage opera recordings (actual performances, if possible) and 
repeat the experiment. Three possible differences for the 
experimental design suggest themselves: first, to set up a 
group of subjects which would hear the opera preceded only by 
a simple announcement of title, composer, and performers; 
second, to use serious operas to see if any differences are 
indicated between the best methods of presenting serious and 
comic opera; and third, to try the experiment with non-broadcast 
opera listeners as subjects. 
Another experiment of interest would be to adapt and 
produce an opera scene or scenes for radio and see if commen-
tary still seems a necessary adjunct for audience understanding 
and enjoyment. 
The coming of television opens up a new area of problems 
of presentation on the new medium. The author suspects that 
the outcome in television, as in adaptation, would depend 
chiefly on whether or not English were the language of the 
performances. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCRIPTS USED IN RECORDING 
THE EXCERPTS FOR THE EXPERIMENT 
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1. Long Falstaff Script 
Th.is is Pierce Sheppard speaking from the Boston Opera 
House and welcoming you to the New England Opera Theater 
production of Giuseppe Verdi's "Falstaff," with James Joyce 
' in the title role and Boris Goldovsky conducting. The English 
translation of the opera,which will be broadcast for the first 
time today, was edited by l-'iadeleine Marshall, Boris Goldovsky 
and Sarah Caldwell. 
Although Verdi had composed a comic opera in his youth 
and there had been humorous characters in some of his serious 
operas, no one was prepared for the delights of "Falstaff," 
which was premiered at Milan in the composer's 80th year. 
The libretto of the opera, by Arrigo Boito, is based 
on the incidents concerning Sir John Falstaff in Shakespeare's 
"The Merry Wives of \'lindsor" and "King Henry IV". 
The first scene of act one of the opera shows us the 
Garter Inn at Windsor. Falstaff has finished eating and is 
sealing two letters which he has just written, while his hench-
men -- Bardolph and Pistol -- greedily devour the remains of 
their master 's breakfast. 
Their contentment is broken by the accusing voice of 
the French physician Dr. Caius, [who storms in vengefully. 
Falstaff ignores the fumin g doctor until he has called to the 
6 
Innkeeper for more sherry. Caiu~ has come to confront the 
6 Material enclosed in br-ackets was omitted from the short 
commentary-=-._ _ 
knight with charges of house-breaking and petty thievery. 
1 Fals taff cheerfully admits his guilt, but advises the doctor 
' not to make a foo l of himself by raising a public rovr about the 
matter. 
Disgustedly Oaius turns from Sir John to accost Bardolph 
and Pistol. He 'd been drinking with them the night before, 
and now he accuses them of picking his p ocket while he slept 
off the effects of the liquor. The two rascals stoutly deny 
the accusation, ~nd at the same time secretly show the Doctor's 
purse to Falstaff. 
Bardolph even has the temerity to complain of a headache 
and to ask ca·ius for a remedy for it and for his glovJing red 
nose. Pistol, for his part, gets int ~ a name-calling contest 
with the doctor and almost comes to bl~ws with him until Fal-
staff intervenes . The knight queries his henchmen himself, 
accepts their denial] and tells Caius to depart in peace. 
The doctor leaves, announcing as he goes that the next 
time he gets drunk it will be with honest people and not with 
thieves. To this sentiment Bardolph and Pistol sing a sardonic 
Amen . 
With Caius gone, Falstaff rebukes the pair of them for 
' their clumsiness in stealing. @hey start their Amen again, 
but the knight cuts them off an~turns his attention to the 
bill the Innkeeper has just given him. ~ardolph searches 
through Falstaff's purse but can find only two marks and a 
penny there. The knigh~falls to complaining of the amount he 
--.:: ----=----
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has to spend on his two companions -- a though~ so painful that 
he calls for another bottle of wine to soothe himself. 
~ co.~"'ot AJ:~d. ~o cht.t: 
1 It's my a~domen which has made me the master in the 
realms of Mars and Venus, 11 he boasts, patting his paunch ••• 
"This is my kingdom. I reign supreme.:J 
He has a scheme to raise the money he ~eeds. Living in 
Windsor, he reminds his henchmen, is the wealthy Master Ford, 
rich in gold and fortunate in having a beautiful wife, who --
according to the knight -- fuas beer!{ desperately in love with 
him ~ver since the day when she saw his "handsome, entrancing" 
figure while he was out for a walkJ 
In addition, he 1 s dazzled another lady of Windsor, the 
Mi s tress Meg Page. Both of these lovely ladies, he says control 
the family purse-strings, and together they shall be his 
treasury. 
En the midst of his rhapsody on the two women, he snatches 
Doctor Caius' purse from Bardolph and Pistol , promising to deal 
fairly with them~ But when he hands {1herij the letters he was 
finishing when the curtain rose, the two(disgruntle~ rascals 
refuse to deliver them to the ladies ••• ~iving as their excus~ 
that such a mission would degrade them and compromise their 
honor. 
Falstaff calls Robin, the tavern page, to deliver the 
notes, and then turns on his henchmen and lectures them with 
his famous monologue on honor. Honor, he says, cannot fill a 
stomach or mend a broken bone. ~t 1 s a grand invention corrupted 
-~ -=-- --=-- - - ~- -~ 
---
---
by human vanity and destroyed by villainiJ ••• and as for Bar-
dolph and ?istol, he's had quite enough of such rascals, and, 
as the CL~tain falls on the scene, he chases them away with a 
broom. 
James Joyce is singing the title role of Sir John 
48 
Falstaff with the New England Opera Theater in this perf ormance. · . 
Luigi Vellucci is Doctor Caius ••• Morton Shames, Bardolph ••• and 
Ernest Eames, Pistol. The mute roles of the Innkeeper ·. and 
Robin, the page, will be played by Robert Rue and Andreas 
Lehner. 
Now, here's Boris Goldovsky, the New England Opera 
Theater Artistic Director, coming into the orchestra p it ••• We'll 
have scene one of the first act of Giuseppe Verdi's "Falstaff." 
---- --=---- -'=== -- === ====-'=====c_::_ --=--=--=-=;:r==-=-=--=== 
2. Short Falstaff Script 
This is Pierce Sheppard speak ing from the Boston Opera 
House and welcoming you to the New England Opera Theater pro-
duction of Giuseppe Verdi's uFalstaff," with James Joyce in 
the title role and Boris Goldovsky conducting. The English 
translation of the opera, which will be broadcast for the first 
t i me today, was edited by 1mdeleine Marshall, Boris Goldvosky 
and Sarah Caldwell. 
Although Verdi had composed a comic opera in his youth 
and t here had been humorous characters in some of his serious 
operas, no one was prepared for the delights of "Falstaff," 
, which was premiered at Milan in the composer's 80th year. 
The libretto of the opera, by Arrigo Boito, is based on 
the incidents concerning Sir John Falstaff in Shakespeare's 
"The Merry 'lflives of -windsor" and "King Henry IV." 
The first scene of act one of the opera shows us the 
Garter Inn at Windsor. Falstaff has finished eating and is 
sealing two letters which he has just written, while his hench-
men -- Bardolph and Pistol -- greedily devour the remain.s of 
their master's breakfast. 
Their contentment is broken by the accusing voice of the 
French physician Dr . Caius. He has come to confront the knight 
with charges of house-break ing and petty thievery. Falstaff 
cheerfully admits his guilt, but advises the doctor not to 
I 
make a fo.ol of himself by raising a public row about the matter. 
-------'===== 
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Disgustedly Caius turns from Sir John t o ~ccost Bar-
dolph and Pistol. He'd been drinking with them the night before, 
and now he accuses them of pick ing his pocket while he slept 
I off the effects of the liquor. The two rascals stoutly deny 
the accusation, and Falstaff tells Caius to depart in peace. 
The doctor leav~ announcing as he goes that the next 
time he gets drunk it will be with honest people and not with 
thieves. To this sentiment Bardolph and Pistol sing a sardonic 
I Amen. 
With Caius gone, Falstaff rebukes the pair of them for 
their clumsiness in stealing. He turns his attention to the 
bill the Innkeeper has just given him and soon falls to com-
plaining of the amount he has to spend on his two companions 
a thought so painful that he calls for another bottle of wine 
to soothe himself. 
He has a scheme to raise the money he needs. Living in I 
Windsor, he reminds his henchmen, is t he '.<Tealthy Master Ford, 
·
1 rich in gold and fortunate in hav ing a beautiful wife, who --
according to the knight -- is desperately in love with him. 
In addition, he's dazzled another lady of Windsor, the 
Mistress Meg Page. Both of these lovely ladies, he says, control 
the family purse-strings, and together they shall be his 
1 treasury. 
But when he hands Bardolph and Pistol the letters he was 
finishing when the curtain rose, the two rascals refuse to 
, deliver t hem to the ladies ••• saying that such a mission would 
-= --=-=-
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degrade them and compromise their honor. 
'I Falstaff calls Robin, the tave rn page, to deliver the 
notes, and then turns on his henchmen and lectures them with his 
famous monologue on honor. Honor, he says, cannot fill a 
stomach or mend a broken bone ••• and as for Bardolph and Pistol, 
he's had quite enough of such rascals, and, as the curtain 
falls on the scene, he chases them away with a broom. 
J.ames Joyce is singing the title role of Sir John Fal-
staff with the New England Opera Theater in this performance ••• 
Luigi Vellucci is Doctor Caius ••• Morton Shames, Bardolph •• ~ · 
and Ernest Eames, Pistol. The mute roles of the Innkeeper and 
1 Robin, the page, will be played by Robert Rue and Andreas 
Lehner. 
Now here's Boris Goldovsky, the New England Opera Theater 
I Artistic Director, coming into the orchestra pit •••• vle 1 11 have 
scene one of the first act of Giuseppe Verdi's "Falstaff ... 
~CHOOL OF PUCLIC REL·.T QN:;, 
AND COMMUI\(CAT!ONS 
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3. Long Albert Her ring Script 
This is Pierce Sheppard speak ing from the Boston Opera 
1 House and welcoming you to the New England Opera Theater pro-
duction of Benjamin Britten's "Albert Herring," with avid 
Lloyd in the title role and New England Opera Theater Artistic 
Director Boris Goldovsky conducting. Our broadcast today 
marks the New England radio premiere of this contemporary 
English comic opera. 
Mr . Britten's first comedy, "Albert Herring" was written 
to launch the first season of The English Opera Group and \'Tas 
f irst per formed in June of 1947. Eric Crozier-- the lihret-
ti s t -- drew his basic plot fr om the short story 11 Le Rosier 
de Madame Husson" by Guy de Maupassant. 
Scene one of the first act of the opera takes place on 
t he terrace of Lady Billows' home in the English village of 
Loxford. Lady Billow·s is an elderly, autocratic \'loman who 
considers i t her duty to ~uard the virtue of Loxford single-
handedly. 
When the curtain r i ses, her housekeeper, Florence Pike, 
is straightening up the terrace for the arrival of four vil-
lagers commandeered by Lady Billows to serve on her May Fes-
tiva l Committee. Florence's work is interrupted several times 
as Lady Bi llows calls order s to her f r om inside the house. 
@hese orders are inaudible except for an occasional, enigmatical 
phrase ••• but these phrases are enough to shoY.r us the gusto and · 
---- -
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all-embrac i ng nature of Lady Billows' moral good works. As 
each order is given, Florence dutifully records it in her note-
bookj 
She's interrupted again as the committee arrives and 
knocks at the gate. The committee consists of Miss Wordsworth, 
Head Teacher at the Church School ••• Mister Gedge, the Vicar ••• 
Mister Upfold, Mayor of Loxford (!tnd o1tmer of the local butcher 
sho~ ••• and the fu-eavy, slow-thinkin6} Police Superintendent, llllr . 
Budd. {!lorence bustles awa y to tell Lady Billows they've 
arrived. Superintendent Budd and Mister Upfold, smoking large 
black cigars, occupy themselves for a few moments comparing 
their watches with the house clock. 
Miss Wordsworth and the Vicar comment on the beautiful 
spring weather with a quotation from Solomon 's Song. Shortly, 
the four of them fall to discussing recent developments in the 
village, an~we learn from their conversation that they've come 
to propoF;e a candidate for the Queen of the May, who will 
represent the virtues in which most of the maidens of Loxford 
are deficient. 
Lady Billows stalks slowly onto the terrace, complaining 
of the tobacco smell with an accusing look at the Mayor and 
Superintendent Budd, ~ho guiltily snub our their cigars. The 
assembled villagers greet her effusively and remind her that 
this is the day appointed for their second and final meeting~ 
She settles at a little garden table in the center of the 
group and enlarges on the Queen of the May Festival idea,~e-
counting her own youthful enthusiasm for such events and an-
nouncing tha~ she ' s going to give the winner a prize of 25 
pounds to "make virtue attractive, exciting and desirable." 
~he committee tells her they've made an investiga ;t,ion 
and have lists of names to suggest~ Lady Billows calls for 
fl:heiiJ nominations, and the committee members {i>ring out their 
lists and take turns stanc.ing tO] propose names; but each of 
the candidates, when checked in Florence ' s notebook, is found 
wanting in the necessary virtue, to the committee ' s sorrow. 
~hey indulge in a mournful quartet lamenting sin in general , 
and in particular -- anN Lady Billows, ~choed by Florence] 
erupts into a furious tirade on the shame of Loxford,[threat-
ening to show the girls "with a whip that the laws of morals 
must endure .~ The clock whirrs and strikes and Lady Billows 
subsides, exhausted by her own vehemence. 
After a few moments, Superintendent Budd tentatively 
presents a new idea: "Begging your pardon, 11 he says, "Has 
anyone heard of a King of the May?" The suggestion is rejected 
immediately , but the Super is persistent. He has a particular 
young man in mind --Albert Herring, who~abors untiringly in 
his mother's greengrocery shop an~is indisputably virtuout. 
The committee admits to Al bert's qualifications, but Lady 
Billows doesn't like the idea. (_She appeals to the Vicar for 
advice. Quoting from the Bible, h~ reminds her : "Virtue is 
Virtue. Is Albert virtuous? That is all \ie need to know. 11 
Lady Billows accepts the assurances of Albert's virtue and 
-- --=-=--'"=- -- - - -·.c==== 
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d With: "Right! vie' 11 have him! 
1 
explo es ¥~y KING! That'll 
teach the girls a lesson!" 
Follmving an ode to their victory over sin, the committee 
hurries off to tell Albert their decision as the scene ends. 
Phyllis Curtin is singing the role of Lady Billows with 
the New England Opera Theater in this performance ••• Eunice 
Alberts is Florence, the housekeeper ••• Jacqueline Bazinet is 
I Miss Wordsworth, the school teacher ••• James Pease, the Vicar, 
I 
Mister Gedge ••• Morton Shames, Mayor Upfold ••• and Albert Basso, 
Police Superintendent Budd. 
The chamber orchestra of 13 players for which the work 
1 is scored will be conducted by Boris Goldvosky, who will also 
accompany the recitatives at the piano. 
Now Mr. Goldovsky is in the orchestra pit, and we 'll 
have scene one of the first act of Benjamin Britten's "Albert 
Herring." 
-= 
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4. Short Albert Herrin~ Script 
This is Pierce Sheppard speaking from the Boston Opera 
House and vfelcoming you to the New England Opera Theater pro-
duction of Benjamin Britten's "Albert Herring," with David 
Lloyd in the title role and New EJgland Opera Theater Artistic 
I 
Director Boris Goldovsky conducting. Our broadcast today marks 
I the New England radio premiere of this contemporary English 
comic opera. 
Mr . Britten's first com(:)dy, "Albert Herring" was written 
to launch the first season of The !English Opera Group and was 
first performed in June of 1947. !Eric Crozier -- the libret-
tist -- drew his basic plot line from the short story "Le Rosier 
de 1v1adame Husson" by Guy de Maupa,sant. 
Scene one of the first act of the opera takes place on 
the terrace of Lady Billows• home lin the English village of 
Loxford. Lady Billows is an elderly, autocratic woman who 
considers it her duty to guard the virtue of Loxford single-
1 
handedly. 
When the curtain rises, her housekeeper, Florence Pi ke, 
is straightening up the terrace for the arrival of four vil-
1 lagers commandeered by Lady Billows to serve on her May Fes-
" tival Committee. Florence's work lis interrupted several times 
as Lady Billows calls orders to her from inside the house. 
She 1 s interrupted again as 1the committee arrives and 
knocks at the gate. The committee consists of Miss Wordsworth, 
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1: Head Teacher at the Church School ••• Mister Gedge, the Vicar • • • 
I 
I 
Mister Upfold, Mayor of Loxford ••• and the Police Superintendent, 
lY'.il'. Budd. 
We learn from their conversation that they've come to 
propose a candidate for the Queen of the May, who will repre-
sent the virtues in which most of the maidens of Loxford are 
deficient. 
I 
Lady Billows stalks slowly onto the terrace , complaining ' 
of the tobacco smell wi th an accusing look at the Mayor and 
Superintendent Budd. She settles at a little garden table in 
the center of the group and enlarges on the Queen of May Fes-
tival idea. She ' s going to giv e the winner a prize of 25 
pounds to "make virtue attractive , exciting and desirable." 
Lady Billows calls for nominations, and the committee 
1members propose names; but each of the candidates, when checked 
, in Florence's notebook, is found wanting in the necessary virtue, 
I 
' to the committee's sorrow. Lady Billows, erupts into a furious 
tirade on the shame of Loxford. The clock vThirrs and strikes 
I 
land Lady Billows subsides, exhausted by her own vehemence. 
After a few moments, Superintendent Budd tentatively 
Presents a new idea: "Begging your pardon, 11 he says, "Has any-
~ -
one hea!'d of a King of the May? 11 The suggestion is rejected 
I immediately, but the Supe!' is pe!'sistent. He has a particular 
! 
young man in mind -- Albert Herring, who is indisputably vir-
tuous. The committee admits to Albert's qualifications, but 
Lady Billows doesn't like the idea. The Vicar reminds her: 
~=-+=-= 
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"Virtue is Virtue. Is Albert virtuous? That is all we 
to know." Lady Billows accepts the assurances of Albert ' s 
virtue and explodes vii th: "Right~ vle 1 11 have him~ May 
KING~ That ' ll teach the girls a lesson!" 
Following an ode to their victory over sin , the committee 
hurries off to tell Albert their decision as the scene ends. 
Phyllis Curtin is singing the role of Lady Billows with 
the New . England Opera Theater in this performance • •• Eun i ce · 
Alberts is Florence, the housekeeper ••• Jacqueline Bazinet is 
Miss Wordsworth, the school teacher ••• James Pease, the Vicar, 
Mister Gedge • •• Morton Shames, Mayor~JJp:fo(l.d •• and lbert Basso, 
Eolice::.Superintendent Budd. 
The chamber orchestra of 13 players for which the vrork 
is scored will be conducted by Boris Goldovsky, vlho will 
accompany the recitatives at the piano. 
No,v- i>lr. Goldovsky is in the orchestra pit, and \ve 1 11 
have scene one of the first act of Benjamin Britten ' s 
"Albert Herring." 
=---~ 
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.APPENDIX B 
THE .QUEST I O:NNAIRE FORivlS 
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'. ~· ... ') f 
.. • 1 • '• I 
- ..... • • 1...'..1 t 
Pi ve or s L·7. times e. yca.r 
Onco n. mon:th 
Twico a. rr.1o.1th 
Floro o:tten than indicated hers 
2" v·: t.er.. wa.J i;1~~c 1.~ st t:u-:-:0 ym. l:tstenotl. to a broadcast or a comp .._to 
"".Jera? 
,., 
'-· ~ 
1
.h )tJ yo".J. li._ ten to £\ broadcast of -=~ eomp .eta opera, ho 1 often 
do yoc; ,_is ·;:;t. ~1 to 'che announcer's <:0!11~le :-=cai,Y on the act ton? 
All of ..:he tlm0 
;·.~o.s t of the time 
( '' dome of the time 
Seldom 
N13VSX' 
1;'\.'h .n listen:lng to a bPoudcast of' a com;elete opera, to what extent 
do you de.rend upon the announcer for the infm."mation about the 
act:tm or the opera? 
CompleteJ.y 
Very little 
Not at; all 
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----- --· 
,) .. . ... ·:..cr:. :;o :::: tho lHe ·c t~;,no yo1.1 o-tte·1c~od e. s·i;ago performance of an 
O!.k:?.·a? 
-------·---·-·-------· ----------
71) Er;Ye :fol.l over watcLec1 an opera on t.el0visio:n? Yes No 
8. i;~:-:1.en Nas the le.st tir.1.e you watch0d an opera on television? 
--------------------------------
Which, if eitho_, d.o you usually prefer comic opera or serious 
ope:ra? 
l'rofer coml . strongly 
P:P0f0r comic moderately 
J:>re.fer comic sl:tgh·cly 
Liko both equally 
Profer serious slightly 
1):r>ef'er s · rlous moderrn.tely 
~refer serious strongly 
lOo ?l.;_)ase indicate you:r.> opinion of tJJ.e content of the introductory 
com-:ne:nt,ary you ha·;,re just heard o Please 8i ve reasons for your 
E.i.J.1SV!Sl'" 
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·e .Sor .o wl~a t: 
·.r .:~..1. t.ra~. 
Not a·t all 
...... 
........ 
' ..... , .- ;... .• ..., 
'Jl::t') '.: ... o~~o tho lib::..'"'o~:to of the opr'ra? -·------------
,. y; .c.1, !.n -~·::t. dsor doHs the scene yc1_;_ just he :J.rd. ·take place? 
---·----·----·------
1.:..5, ~t·-:- • ma:1y bot;tles of it did he· ordei." durin~ 'the scene? 
l.3,. '.'Jha': c'k>es ~·'nlste.f'f' do bef'or·e talking with .C1•. Oaius? 
____ , ______ __.. .. _ .. __ , __________ ,....._ _ 
19,. 'fJhc:C. do :Esrdolph and Pistol do \:hila do~1ying Dr<> Caius' 
ac cus --:. t:l.o~1? 
-----~---·~-----
::?.0, How Ytluch money does Bardolph find in F'alata.t".r"~ purso? 
~·-·--·· ---·------------·--------------
·---------------------------
?.1 c \.'hat Js .U.lc=';} ~ s h usband 1 s nsmo'? 
----- ----------------
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. 2~3 
-----·----' 
\"Jhy ~ ~n·1ot PaJ.:~ts.f'f af'f'or(~ to d:~.et'? 
v,}1n ~-; doc •, F'tJ staff do ·;;hat mnkea Bardolph and .Pistol e.ngry with 
him? 
---·------
\·n,o f::.:.•:·lly deliv -:>s the love note·s'l 
2'7"' lh11.at happtms to Br.u""'..:!olph and Pistol o.t the end of the scene? 
28" The in ·~roductory con1mentary was o a o 
Mu~h too long 
Moaer tely too long 
·- s1 ~ ehtly 1-:1:.g 
Just right 
Sllghtly short 
Moderately too short 
Kuch too shoi't 
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iT 
-,- j .. - l~ :1- .::. • - • 
:·ar .rn.;.ch ~letail 
S~ight}.:r too much dets.l:-t . 
.Ju::ri:; th'l 1,1r.;· 1t amount of detail 
Slightly too little detail 
Too l~ttle detail 
30o The in':;roduc-col""Y cor.r-nsnt;aryo .. 
HG] • .>ed · ne VGry muc:1. in foll owinr, the action 
Hol~_Jed me u:.oderat9ly in ioJ.low ng the action 
·- ftolped me sliGhtly in followin3 the action 
r\eutra.l 
Hlnder>ed me sliGhtly in followi1g the action 
Hindered me moderatel~r :tn following the action 
Hinderod me very much in followine; the action 
31" l)J.ease indica to your oplnion of tho content. of the introductory 
cor.1mentar-; you have just heard. Please eive reasons for your · 
answero 
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l ~ ' .. 
Sl ')ltly 
V·3-_·y littl13 
Fot at all 
r, e. ' -
;:)~,., Ho•:• msn:; c omedie3 had Br·:ttton wrJ. ~·(~en before "Aloert Herring? ' 
-------~----·----··- .. ------...-
;3f:)., ,.,rh:;:rr>c in Lcrford docfl th sceno tt l:o place? 
--------------------
56 o 1:ho. t i.z Florence dolng ·when the cv.r•t .,in goes up'! 
~-•c~-·-~-----··--------
:3? ., n ·t;_·, t does Hhe do when she gets orders from :Lady B1.llo"\ovs? 
~--·-··-··--- ----------'"-·----·--
3Q,, VJh at doo.:J sho do when the commi tt0e S.l"rives? 
___ . .;...... ___________________ _ 
- 40 o ~.'f.nat doc.· Mayor Upfold do besides being Mayoi•'l 
----·-----------------·-------
41 e r:ith whs_t o.I'0 Budd and Mayor Up:fold concerned when they f'irst 
ar::.ivs ? 
-~-~---·-------
6.5 
·,, 
·-
. .. . ,;-~ •.. n ".o P ... 2.s '.'.Y' cS ,o·. ·i-~.: nnd t. . V~.r-
·----·-··-.. ·-·-----------
when. she enters? 
----- -----·--·----------··--------
-· ... ....---..---- ··-·---.. -····----
.:.5o ·~·h··;:; .:::oes E"rch member·of the c-=-nnYLttoe bl .. ing to the meeting? 
·-~---- .. ~ ·--------·---~-----------
:G ,, --iJJ.'?.'i" C.oes :r,ady Billo\•a ·threaten ~c do to the Loxford r;iran? 
--------·---------------
:?:'"O:.?o:~ .s Alb rt herring? 
-----------------
,1r-. \.'." . .!.at co~:.; ).he \'icar say is the onJ.y thing they need to kno r abc-ut 
Alhe:"'t't 
, 
__ Much too long 
- moderately too long 
Slir,htl:J long 
Just; r•ic;J:. t 
Slightly short 
Nioderately too short 
P~u.ch t .... s chort 
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-.... l· .("!'h '- """"'oun·'- of' 
- -~~~ ~ ~ ~· d-tail 
SliGhtly too little detail 
Too little iot 11 
Far too l:t·:; tle detail 
52o Tl:0 introl~u.ctory corrr:nentary •• • 
iolpec me ve:-y much in fcllo~idng the ac·tion 
_ helped me :r~oc1.t.rntely_ in follovd.ng the action 
_ H lped me Eli.~~ .... tly ln follo-.1·5. f:, t~.1e ['.C .ion 
Ne-utrnl 
H:tnd0._..,ed :m.c. sligh .~ ly in fol:.owint; the action 
I- in'"ex•od r.1e moderately in following the action 
Hlnder•Jd u10 very much in foJ.lowinc th19 action 
5~ o If :-. t; could 'l:>e al"'ra.nged, I vould like to hear the remainder of' 
Yes No 
54o If it c..:u~d be arrunged, I would lil\:e to hear the remainder of' 
1!•lber t .:l .·:i."ring" sometime. Yes No 
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